August 28, 2010
Equal Justice America
Building II, Suite 204
13540 East Boundary Road
Midlothian, Virginia 23112
Attn: Mr. Dan Ruben, Executive Director
Re: Summer Fellowship – Learning Rights Law Center
Dear Mr. Ruben:
This summer I worked for the Learning Rights Law Center (LRLC) in Los Angeles. The LRLC
is a non-profit organization that provides education advocacy for low income, at-risk and
underserved youth and their families. It provides direct legal services and develops and
implements community outreach programs. The LRLC has only four regular staff attorneys, and
it is the only legal rights organization dedicated exclusively to education issues. Accordingly, it
depends heavily on the help of fellows, interns and pro bono attorneys.
As an intern, I worked full-time with Soo Yun, a staff attorney in the “school access” program
where I advocated for students with disabilities that were denied access to a free appropriate
public education. I assisted in representing clients at mediation resolution sessions and
participated in negotiating settlement agreements. I also wrote due process complaints for
students that were denied placement in the least restrictive environment, and I wrote compliance
complaints to file with the Office of Civil Rights on discrimination issues.
I feel the most valuable part of my experience this summer was working with my supervisor. Soo
treated me more as an associate than her intern, and we worked side by side to assess cases and
advocate for our clients. Soo gave me just enough supervision to move forward successfully, but
also enough freedom to develop myself as a future attorney. Prior to working with the LRLC, I
knew that I wanted to pursue a career in education law, and I had experience working with other
organizations in this practice area. The LRLC gave me the opportunity to sharpen the skills I
already had and explore aspects of the field that I had not worked with before. I really enjoyed
working with the LRLC this summer, and feel that working there confirmed my commitment to
pursuing a career in education law.
I would like to thank Equal Justice America for supporting my summer internship with the
Learning Rights Law Center. I would not have been able to have such a wonderful opportunity
without its support.
Very truly yours,

Marci L. Kutschman
Rutgers School of Law – Newark
J.D. Candidate, 2011

